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Thriving employees, thriving

employer
While the pandemic will eventually recede, its impact on the

workplace and on mental health will linger for many years. Smart

employers will invest in e�ective behavioral health strategies to

set them apart and support their workers now and in the future.

Here’s what brokers need to know about behavioral health right

now.

 
 

 
 

Register now

Webinar: Are your behavioral health

bene�ts working?

Many employers have been providing

behavioral health bene�ts for years now and

the pandemic has only intensi�ed the

interest in mental health. But how can an

employer know their program is working?

Join thought leaders as they unpack this

critical question and discuss how your clients

can overcome some of the top challenges in

creating a program that works, for their

employees and their business.

Podcast: The business case for

behavioral health

Executives from the American Psychological

Association and MaineHealth talk about why

supporting employee mental health is not

only morally right, but strategically savvy.

https://www.unum.com/
https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/3627724/8EEC369C02803B3A6713E8437CBC3CA2?partnerref=broker_comm_email_021722
https://www.unum.com/employers/hr-trends/podcast/episode-37-invest-in-behavioral-health
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Check out the FAQ

 

 
Log-in changes to MyUnum, iServices

Unum has launched both e-consent and two-step veri�cation

(TSV) on MyUnum and will launch them on iServices through

March. Clients will be asked whether they agree to communicate

with us electronically. If they decline, they will no longer be able to

use Unum’s online platforms, as they are considered electronic

communications. Employees will see these changes on Unum

claims platforms between January and March, as well. For more

information, see our FAQ page.
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Unum intends that the Behavioral Health solution be o�ered as an EAP-excepted bene�t.
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clinical outcomes. All treatment provided in connection with Unum Behavioral Health is
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Listen to the episode

Learn more

 

Unum Behavioral Health can

help your clients o�er a

behavioral health program that

works. Explore our innovative

solution, designed to create real,

measurable impact.

 

https://www.unum.com/econsent-TSV-FAQ
https://twitter.com/unumnews
https://www.facebook.com/unumbenefits/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/unum
https://www.unum.com/econsent-TSV-FAQ
mailto:%%EMAIL%%
https://www.unum.com/
https://www.unum.com/privacy
https://www.unum.com/employers/hr-trends/podcast/episode-37-invest-in-behavioral-health
https://www.unum.com/employers/solutions/behavioral-health
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